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The Steinlite SL95 NTEP Moisture Meter, distributed by Seedburo, is one of the
most advanced, reliable and user-friendly moisture meters available. It is fully
automatic and requires no pre-weighing of your product. The SL95 is approved for
commercial use, is NTEP certified and produces a reading of moisture percentage,
estimated test weight and temperature within 10 seconds.  The tester has two
communication ports and can be connected to both the
SLPrinter and your desktop computer at the same time.

The Steinlite SL95 is factory calibrated for standard grains such as barley, corn,
oats, soybean, sunflower and wheat. Up to 63 different calibrations of your choice
(please contacts us or see our web site for a list of these commodities) can be
added to the tester at the time of order. Simply turn the tester on, select the
calibration or grain to be tested, pour in your sample (about 450 grams), hit the
LOAD key and the moisture will be displayed from the LCD display within 10
seconds. The moisture range will read between 1-30% depending upon the product
and grain temperature range is 35 to 110ºF.  The SL95 operates from 90-264 Volts,
43-66 HZ AC grounded outlet. There is no need to select a voltage in order to operate this tester. SL95: Net Wt.  30 lbs. , Ship
Wt.  35 lbs., Actual Dims. 6” L x 14” W x 18” H, Ship Dims. 8” L x 16” W x 20” H. SLPrinter: Net Wt.  3 lbs., Ship Wt. 4 lbs.,
Actual Dims. 10” L x 12” W x 5” H.

STEINLITE SL95 MOISTURE METER

Steinlite Moisture Meter, 110/220V 50/60Hz ................................................................................................................................ No. SL95
SL-Printer, 120V ............................................................................................................................................................................. No. SLPRINTER
SL-Printer 230V .............................................................................................................................................................................. No. SLPRINTER/C
Ribbon for SL-Printer ...................................................................................................................................................................... No. SLRIBBON

STEINLITE SB900 MOISTURE TESTER
The Steinlite SB900 Moisture Tester, distributed by Seedburo,
provides fast and accurate results for up to 500 different grains,
seeds and nuts.  The tester is preprogrammed at the factory to
test common grains such as barley, corn, flaxseed, milo, oats,
rice, rye, soybean, sunflower and wheat. An additional module,
plugged into the side of the tester, can be calibrated to hold an
additional 250 calibrations (see our web site for the listing).
The module is supplied at no charge if extra calibrations are
specified at the time your order is placed.

Testing is simple. Turn the power on, wait for the unit to
automatically balance itself, and select the commodity you
want to test from the display, enter the commodity ID number
and test weight (optional). Next, weigh your sample (150 to 250
gram sample is the norm) and place your product in the funnel.
Release the grain into the test cell and measurement takes
approximately 15 seconds. The tester automatically corrects for
temperature. A compressor block, for lightweight or fluffy
products such as cottonseed, wheat middlings and sugar beet
pulp is also available as well as a funnel for nuts. A printer for
individual tickets can also be purchased. The SB900 will be supplied with the standard calibrations and grain funnel unless
specified otherwise. Operates on 110-220V and 220-240V, 50/60Hz. Net Wt.  35 lbs.,  Ship Wt. 40 lbs., Actual Dims. 17” H x
9.5” W x 17” D, Ship Dims. 26” H x 14” W x 17” D.

Steinlite Moisture Tester, 110/220V 50/60Hz ................................................................................................................................ No. SB900
Additional Module ........................................................................................................................................................................... No. SB900M
Nut Funnel ...................................................................................................................................................................................... No. SBNFUNNEL
Compressor Block .......................................................................................................................................................................... No. SBBLOCK
Optional Printer, 110V 50/60Hz ..................................................................................................................................................... No. SBPRINTER
Optional Printer, 230V 50/60Hz ..................................................................................................................................................... No. SBPRINTER/C
Ribbon for SL-Printer ...................................................................................................................................................................... No. SLRIBBON


